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Kentish Cat Society
S1st October 2017
Judge Sandra Woodley
Many thanks to Helen, Vanessa Sean and Sue for the invitation to judge at this friendly well
run show with the spooky Halloween theme. Stephen Bunce came along just to steward for
me and was as always excellent company and presented the cats to me perfectly – really
showing them off to their best, thanks you – looking forward to next time. We also had the
pleasure of the company of Naimh Jenkins. She was good fun and Stephen and I had to
laugh when she said ‘that cat is older than me’ Hope you enjoyed your day Naimh.
It was a pleasure to judge best Burmese neuter – I awarded it to an old favourite of mine
the very handsome UK OBIGP MAINMAN RAJAH who is of excellent type at 14 still looks
like a youngster and likes his cuddle.
AC Gr Ch Burmese Adult Male
IGCC Peters GR CH RAWEKE JEROBOAM (BUR b) 10/04/16 M
Just an adult with some maturing to do. He has a solid well muscled body that stands on

shapely legs with neat spoon shaped paws, and balancing length to his medium thick
tail that tapers to a rounded tip. Slightly rounded top to his head, with good width
between medium ears that are wide at the base with gently rounded tips and set
with a slight forward tilt and follow the outer line of his face. His wedge is short,
wide and narrows to a blunt muzzle, that just needs to fill out still. In profile he has
fair depth to his head, a rounded brow and distinct nose break with a tiny bump and
a firm level chin. His eyes are large lustrous and yellow chartreuse in colour and are
well set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a fuller more rounded
bottom lid, set wide apart giving typical Burmese expression. He wears a gorgeous
short close lying warm chocolate coat that is fine and glossy. A sweet lad who was
enjoying is day out
AC Gr Ch Burmese Adult Female
IGCC Jefferys CH KATSPELL PERDITA XDREAM (BUR b) 20/12/11 F
I have always liked this classy lady and today she really looked the business and demanded
this award. She has an elegant medium length body of excellent weight and size and who
stands on elegant limbs with neat oval paws with just balancing length to her well shaped
tail. Her top of head shows slight rounding with very good width between her medium sized
ears that have a broad base, rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt, their outer
edges following the line of her wedge. In profile she has generous depth to her head that
has a rounded brow, distinct break to her short straight nose, and a firm level chin. She has
a short wide wedge that narrows to blunt muzzle with good width at the cheeks. Her large
lustrous chartreuse eyes have the topline slanting towards the nose with a more rounded
lowerline, they are set well apart giving her a lovely “don’t you dare touch me! look. She
wears a fairly short sleek close fitting coat that shows a super healthy shine and is a rich
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chocolate brown with some contrast to her points. Shown is tip[ top condition with a sweet
purry nature
RGICC Chases GR CH STARRYCHATS CURIOSITY (BUR n) 23/09/12 F
Attractive brown lady with an elegant long well muscled body that stands on shapely slender
legs which end in neat oval paws. Her tail is well shaped tapers to a rounded tip and
balances her body. She has a gently top of head with good width between her large ears
that are of the correct shape with a broad base and rounded tip and set with a slight forward
tilt their outer edge following the line of her upper wedge. She has generous depth to her
head with a rounded brow and a fair break to her short nose that just rolls off at the tip. Her
wedge is short and wide and narrows to a good blunt muzzle. She has large lustrous yellow
eyes are well set apart with the top line slanting towards her nose and a gently rounded
bottom lid, giving her a lovely expression. Super texture to her warm seal brown coat that is
short and close fitting with super sheen. A sweet girl with a lovely calm nature.
Also considered
Bones GR CH SYKRIS CHINA LADY 16/06/16 F
I do like this girl but she wasn’t looking her best today. She has a weighty well muscled body
that stands on elegant proportionate legs that end in dainty oval paws with just balancing
length to her well shaped tail that has a small indiscretion at the rounded tip. She has a
slightly flat top of head with very good width between her well shaped ears that are set on a
broad base with rounded tips and a slight forward tilt and follow the outline of her face. Her
wedge is short and wide and narrows to a pleasing blunt muzzle. In profile she has fair depth
to her head with a rounded brow and distinct break to her short that just rounds off at the
tip. Her eyes are large lustrous and a lovely chartreuse yellow, and are set with the top line
slanting towards her nose and a fuller more rounded lower lid set well apart giving her a
gorgeous sultry expression. She wears a warm seal brown coat that is short and fine and
close lying. A sweet girl enjoying her day
Asian Self or Tortie (inc Bombay) Adult
1 CC & BOB Alger Streets TYPHA OCTAVIEN (ASH n) 23/06/14 F
Not a big girl but of lovely overall type with a firm well muscled body and shapely
proportionate limbs that finish in neat oval paws with a well shaped tail that was just short
to balance Her head is beautifully balanced with a gently rounded dome between well set
small to medium sized ears that have a broad base with rounded tips, that have a slight.
forward tilt, their outer edges following the lines of short wide wedge. She has beautiful
large lustrous pale yellow chartreuse eyes which have the top lid slanting towards her nose
and a fuller more rounded lower line and set well apart giving the correct glowering
expression. In profile she has very good depth to her head with a pleasing rounded brow
and a distinct break to her short straight nose and level strong chin. She wears a medium
fine close lying coat of a glossy patent black that just felt a little harsh today. She was a little
shy and happier snuggled in her blanket in her pen
Korat Kitten
What a treat 4 Korat babies with little to choose between them.
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1 & BOB Amos ADJULFO CHANTHIRA-ANNA (KOR) 03/04/17 F
Slightly older than the other kittens in this class and a chatty girl telling us quite a story!!
She has a heavy strong semi-cobby body that has a typical slight curve to the back

and stands on proportionate limbs that end in neat oval paws, with a nicely balanced
medium length tail that is thicker at the base and tapers to a rounded tip. Her face
is beautifully heart shaped with lovely large well set ears that are flared at the base
with rounded tips, they sit quite high on her head giving a lovely alert look. Her head
shows good breadth between her eyes with a large flat forehead that curves gently
to a pleasing rounded muzzle. Her profile shows a slight stop with her nose curving
slightly downwards to a strong chin. She has the most beautiful large well rounded eyes,
still amber in colour as yet with green developing, She wears a super medium length
coat that is fine and glossy and lays close the body and is a lovely mid blue with silver
tipping developing. She did know a few bad words but was still relaxed and easy to
handle.
2 Treachers SALUAY SAENG LALI SAWAN (KOR) 26/05/17 F
Just a tiny baby showing promise – she has a lovely firm baby body that even at her tender
age has good muscle tone to her semi cobby body that curves gently over her back and
stands on shapely legs that end in neat oval paws with balancing length to her nicely shaped
tail. She has a sweet heart shaped head with large correctly shaped ears that have a flared
base and rounded tips and are well set quite high giving her an alert look. She has good
width between her large well rounded eyes with a flat forehead that curves down to a
rounded muzzle that just lacks a little strength at this stage in her development. In profile
her short nose curves slightly downwards and she has a very slight stop between her
forehead and nose and a strong chin and jawline. She has a mid blue coat with the silvering
developing nicely that is understandably kittenish in texture. A real little pocket kitten who
has a sweet nature
3 Beales SONTAYA ESMERELDA (KOR) 22/05/17 F
What a baggage this girl was, she knew some very bad language and was a little difficult to
handle. She is of good size and weight with a typical semi cobby body that that has a gentle
curve over her back and that stands on elegant legs that end in neat oval paws with
balancing length to her well shaped tail. Her face shows a pleasing heart shape with large
ears that have a flared base and rounded tips their quite high set gives her an alert
expression. Her large well rounded eyes are set well apart with a flat forehead that slants
down to a rounded muzzle. In profile her short nose curves slightly downwards and she has
a very slight stop. She wears a baby coat of a mid blue with some silvering. A promising
kitten who I hope calms down and learns some purry words
4 Treachers SALUAY MALAIKA (KOR) 26/05/17 F
Sweet girl of promising type but looking very much a baby today compared to the others.
Asian Tabby (Classic Spotted Mackerel Or Ticked) Neuter Male
1 entered for and awarded BOB
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Hardys PR KAGURA AJAX (ASH n 25 31) 16/6/2014.
Nicely balanced lad who has an elegant lithe body of good weight and size, feeling firm and
muscular and standing on slender shapely legs that finish small oval paws with balancing
length to his well shaped tail. He has a slightly rounded top to his head with well set medium
ears that have a broad base and rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt, their
outer edge following the contour of his wedge. In profile he has generous depth to his head,
with a nicely rounded brow and a distinct break to his straight nose. He has lovely large
lustrous yellow green chartreuse eyes that have the topline slanting towards his nose and a
fuller more rounded lower line, set well apart giving him a super expression. He is dressed in
a lovely short fine close lying coat with a clear warm seal ticking on a warm beige ground.
He has pencilling on his cheeks, mascara effect on his eyes, spectacles and an M on his
forehead bars on all four limbs and rings on his tail with colouring up his hocks. Shown in
lovely condition with a sweet nature
Blue Burmese Adult
One entered for and awarded BOB
Hoals CH BANDITO V SILVAN (BUR a) 12/07/16 M
Rangy lad looking every inch a working boy. He is of good weight though a lovely firm
muscular body and stands on strong proportionate legs that finish with neat oval paws with
just balancing length to his well shaped tail. His top of head shows a gentle rounding with
very good width between well set medium sized ears, that have a broad base with rounded
tips and set with a slight forward tilt, their outer line following the line of upper face. In
profile he has a good deep head with a pleasing rounding to his brow and a distinct break to
his short straight nose. His wedge is short and wide and has a lovely blunt muzzle with good
width at the jaw. He has large lustrous pale yellow chartreuse eyes which are set with the
top line slanting towards his nose and a fuller more rounded lower line and set wide apart
giving him a lovely scowl. His coat is a little long and felt a touch harsh today was quite open
in the cold hall. He was a bit tense but handle well
AOC Tortioseshell Adult
Two lovely blue torties entered for BOB
BOB to Chapman Beers I GR CH TRIBUNE HUFFLEPUFF (BUR g) 13/08/12 F
I do like this pretty girl for her overall type and balance. She has a medium length firm well
muscled body that stands tall on proportionate elegant legs that finish in neat oval paws, her
tail is nicely shaped but a little short to balance. She has a slightly rounded top to her head
with very good width between her well set ears that sit on a broad base with rounded tips
and a slight forward tilt, their outer edge following the contour of her wedge. Her profile
shows a rounded brow and distinct break to her short straight nose, firm level chin. She has
a super short wide wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle with very good width at the jaw
hinge. Her large lustrous pale chartreuse eyes have that wonderful Burmese expression with
the top line slanting towards her nose and a fuller more rounded lower line, set wide apart
giving her a super cross Burmese look. She wears a short fine silky coat of a mid blue
mingled with cream. Shown in super condition her sweet purr belying her expression.
Also considered Pearmans CH JOMARC BELLATRIX LESTRANGE (BUR g) 15/08/15 F
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Looking a little immature for her 2 years this pretty girl is of lovely type with a lithe well
muscled elegant body of very good weight standing on elegant limbs that end in neat oval
paws, her tail is of medium thickness and tapers to a rounded tip and balances. Her head
shows a nicely rounded top of head with good width between her ears that are of the
correct shape having a wide base with rounded tips and set with a slight forward tilt their
outer line following the line of her short wide wedge that ends in a nice a blunt muzzle with
good width at jaw hinge. Her profile shows a slightly rounded brow with a distinct break to
her short straight nose firm level chin and good depth to head. Pleasing shape to her large
yellow expressive eyes that are well set and a pleasing shape with the top line slanting
towards her nose and a fuller more rounded bottom line and set well giving her a lovely
Burmese look. Her coat is short, and close lying and is a pretty mingling of blue and cream A
lovely girl who purred and chirruped none stop and was unlucky to meet my winner today
AC Burmese Breeders Adult
1 Chapman Beers I GR CH TRIBUNE HUFFLEPUFF (BUR g) 13/08/12 F
2 Pearmans CH JOMARC BELLATRIX LESTRANGE (BUR g) 15/08/15 F
3 Jefferys CH KATSPELL PERDITA XDREAM (BUR b) 20/12/11 F
AC Burmese Maiden Adult
1 Fergusons MYTHIAN DERCY (BUR n) 23/12/16 F
Only just an adult but looking mature for her age. She has a heavy well muscled body with
slender legs and neat oval paws and balancing length to her nicely shaped tail. She has good
width between her well shaped and set ears that have a broad base and rounded tips and
that follow the contour of her wedge which is fairly broad but a fraction long for me. In
profile she has fair depth to her head with a rounded brow and a well defined break to her
slightly long nose. Her eyes are large and lustrous and rich yellow in colour that she was
tending to round in excitement. She wears a short close lying pale seal brown coat that is
silky with a lovely gloss. A relaxed girl enjoying our cuddle
2 Pearmans JOMARC MISS TIZZY WIZZY (BUR f) 28/10/16
I really liked this little sweetheart but she was so scared so most of my observations are
done from outside the pen. Not a big girl with slender shapely legs and neat oval paws and
nicely shaped tail. She has a lovely head with good width between well shaped and set ears.
Her profile shows generous depth to her head with a nicely round brow and distinct break to
her short straight nose. She has a short broad wedge with good width at the cheeks. She
was holding her eyes rather round today but they are a lovely yellow chartreuse colour. Her
coat is a little long and she was another where it appeared open in the cold of the hall but is
a really attractive mingling of a warm seal brown and tangerine. I understand this was her
first show so her reluctance to be handled was understandable and I did get a nice cuddle
with her after judging when her Dad was there. I hope she gains her confidence soon

Ac Burmese Titled Adult
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1 Pearmans CH JOMARC BELLATRIX LESTRANGE (BUR g) 15/08/15 F
2 Bones GR CH SYKRIS CHINA LADY 16/06/16 F
AC Burmese Kitten
1 Walters CRYSTALBROOK RUBY (BUR d) 24/01/17 F
What a little cross patch – she grumbled away the whole time we had her out but it was all
talk! She has a firm weighty body and standing on elegant well shaped slender legs with
neat oval paws with balancing length to her well shaped medium thick tail. Her head shows
a slight rounding to the top with good width between her well set medium sized ears that
are nicely shaped with slightly rounded tips, broad base and set with a slight forward tilt, the
outer line following the contour of her wedge which is short and wide and ends in a pleasing
blunt muzzle. Her profile shows generous depth to her head and a gently rounded brow,
distinct nose break, short nose that just slopes away a little. She has large expressive deep
yellow chartreuse eyes that are well set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a
fuller more rounded bottom line, they are set well apart giving her a lovely simmering
expression. She wears a gorgeous short close fitting coat that is a warm pale tangerine. In
lovely condition with an awful lot to say for herself.
AC Burmese Breeders Kitten
1 Bones SYKRIS MISCHIEF (BUR n) 04/02/17 F
Beautifully balanced kitten with a heavy body that feels firm and muscular and stands on
proportionate limbs with small neat rounded paws with balancing length to her well shaped
tail. She has a nicely rounded dome with very good width between her well shaped and set
ears that have a broad base, rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt, their outer
line following the outline of her wedge. She has a lovely balanced profile with very good
depth to her head, slight rounding to her brow with a distinct nose break with a short
straight nose. Her chin is firm and level and she has a level bite. She has a super short broad
wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle. She has large lustrous yellow eyes of the correct
shape and set with top line slanting towards her nose with a fuller more rounded lower line
and are set well apart giving her a super Burmese expression. She wears a short fine pale
warm seal brown coat that is fairly short and lays close to the body. A lovely girl in excellent
condition
AC Burmese Special Limit Kitten
1 Bones SYKRIS MISCHIEF (BUR n) 04/02/17 F
AC Burmese Neuter
1 Powers Ch & IGPR INDIANSTAR SHIMLA (BUR c) 10/09/14 FN
Stylish lady with a well balanced lithe body of good weight and muscle tone that stands on
proportionate shapely limbs that end in neat oval paws with balancing length to her well
shaped tail. Her top of head is just flattening slightly with good width between well set
medium sized ears that are of good shape with slightly rounded tip and set with a slight
forward tilt. Her wedge is short and wide with good width at jaw hinge and tapers to a blunt
muzzle. Her profile shows good depth to her head with a slightly rounded brow with a
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distinct break to her longish straight nose and medium depth chin. She has large expressive
pale chartreuse eyes, of the correct shape with the top line slanting towards the nose and a
fuller more rounded bottom line set well apart to give the typical Burmese look. Beautiful
texture to her medium length coat that is glossy with a nice silky feel and of a mid dove grey
with a just little blue shading. A friendly girl with a lovely purr
2 Dalton-Hobbs Gr Ch AUREUS DINAH MITE (27c) 27/01/10 FN
Mature lady of good size with very good weight to her medium length body that stands on
elegant well shaped slender legs with neat oval paws. Her tail is of good length and
thickness, tapers to a paintbrush tip and balances. Her head shows a slight flattening to the
dome but she has good width between her well set medium sized ears that are nicely
shaped with slightly rounded tips and sit on a broad base with a slight forward tilt, the outer
line follows the line of her wedge. Her wedge is short and wide and ends in a pleasing blunt
muzzle with good width at jaw hinge. Very nice balance to her profile that shows generous
depth to her head with a gently rounded brow, distinct nose break, short straight nose,
strong chin. She has large expressive yellow chartreuse eyes that are well set with the top
line slanting towards the nose and a fuller more rounded bottom line set well apart to give
the typical simmering Burmese expression. Her coat was a little open today as it was very
cold in the hall but it laid well when stroked and is a darker dove grey with slight bluish
overtones. A happy lady who enjoyed a cuddle
AC Burmese Breeders Neuter
1 Powers GR CH & IG R PR INDIANSTAR SUMARA 27c 13/03/11 FN
Not a big girl but beautifully balanced and of excellent weight with a firm muscular body
that stands on slender well shaped legs that end in neat oval paws with balancing length to
her nicely shaped tail Her show some slight flattening to the dome with very good width
between her well set medium sized ears that are nicely shaped and sit on a broad base
slightly rounded tips, and a slight forward tilt, the outer line follows the line of her wedge.
She has a pleasing short wide wedge that ends in a nice blunt muzzle with good width at jaw
hinge. In profile she has fair depth to her head with a gently rounded brow, distinct nose
break that just rolls off at the tip and a good strong chin. She has large expressive yellow
chartreuse eyes that are well set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a fuller
more rounded bottom line set well apart giving her a typical Burmese expression. She is
dressed in a beautiful short close fitting coat that is a soft dove grey. A little sweetheart in
lovely condition
2 Davies HALAROSA MATILDA (BUR b) 11/02/16 FN
Pretty girl of elegant proportions with her weighty body that has a nicely rounded chest and
straight back, and stands on proportionate slender limbs that end in neat oval paws. She
has a nicely shaped tail that is of medium thickness and tapers to a paintbrush tip and
balances. She has a slightly top of head with good width between her ears which are set
with a slight forward slant are wide at the base with rounded tips their outer line correctly
following the shape of her wedge. She has large expressive yellow chartreuse eyes that are
set well apart with the top line slanting towards her nose and a fuller more rounded lower
lid giving a super glowering Burmese expression. Her wedge is short and wide and finishes
with a blunt muzzle. In profile she has reasonable depth to her head, with a nicely rounded
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brow and distinct break to her short straight nose. Her coat is short and close fitting with a
healthy satiny sheen and is a warm milk chocolate with minimal shading. A sweet gentle girl
shown in lovely condition
AC Burmese Novice Neuter
1 Kempes IGR CH OAKENSHIELD MISTY MORNING (BUR c) 06/02/14 FN
Sweet purry girl who has firm weighty body that stands on slender well shaped legs that end
in neat oval paws, and she would benefit from more length to her nicely shaped tail. She
has a slightly flat top to her head between well spaced and set medium sized ears that have
a broad base and slightly rounded tips and are set with a slight forward tilt, the outer line
follows the line of her wedge. Her wedge is short and wide and ends in a lovely blunt muzzle
with good width at jaw hinge. Her profile shows reasonable depth to her head which has a
gently rounded brow, distinct nose break that just rolls off at the tip, strong chin. She has
large expressive yellow chartreuse eyes that are well set with the top line slanting towards
the nose and a fuller more rounded bottom line set well apart giving her a sultry Burmese
look. She wears a medium length close lying coat that had a lovely silky feel and was a cool
dove grey. A delight to handle she enjoys showing herself off.
AC Burmese Junior Neuter
1 Adams KATSPELL LADY SYBIL (BUR c) 27/03/16 FN
Substantial girl of good overall type with a medium length body that stands tall on slender
legs that finish in neat oval paws with medium thick tail that tapers to a rounded tip and
balances. She has a nicely rounded top to her head with very good width between her well
set medium ears that are of good shape with broad base and gently rounded tips and set
with a slight forward tilt, their outer edge following the line of her upper face. In profile she
has acceptable depth to her head with a gently rounded brow with a distinct nose break but
she would benefit from a stronger chin. Her wedge is short and wide and narrows to a blunt
muzzle that has good width at the cheeks She lovely large lustrous yellow chartreuse eyes
have good set with the top line slanting towards the nose and a gently rounded bottom
giving a super simmering expression. She has a beautiful short fine coat that is satin like in
texture and close fitting of a pale dove grey with a slight pinkish hue. In lovely condition a
pleasure to judge
AC Aristocrat Neuter
1 Davies HALAROSA MATILDA (BUR b) 11/02/16 FN
AC Burmese Titled Neuter
I needed two first to this class with nothing to choose on type between these two lovely
ladies. Today I think Evita was suffering from the cold and her coat was a little open
1 Powers GR CH & IG R PR INDIANSTAR SUMARA 27c 13/03/11 FN
2 Chapman Beers OBIGC CATAMARIAN EVITA (27a) 13/08/10 FN
Gorgeous mature blue lady she has an elegant firm weighty body that stands on shapely
proportionate slender elegant legs that end in neat oval paws with balancing length to her
well shaped tail. She has a beautifully balanced head with its gently rounded top and very
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good width between her well shaped ears that sit on a wide base with gently rounded tips
and have a slight forward tilt their outer line following the shape of the upper part of her
face. She has a short wide wedge that narrows to a nice blunt muzzle with very good width
at her cheekbones. Her profile shows generous depth to her head with a gently rounded
brow with a strong break to her short straight nose and a firm level chin and bite. Her eyes
are large and lustrous and a pleasing yellow in colour, correctly set wide apart with the
topline slanting towards her nose and a fuller more rounded lower lid giving her a typical
glowering Burmese expression. Her coat is short and fine but was a little open today and is a
mid blue with attractive silvering. Shown in tip top condition with a lovely gentle nature
AC Burmese Neuter Resident in Kent
1 Adams KATSPELL LADY SYBIL (BUR c) 27/03/16 FN
2 Manserays KYMIAN STARMAN (BUR e) 18/09/16 M
Handsome lad with a strong well muscled body that stands on proportionate limbs that
finish in neat oval paws with balancing length to his well shaped tail that has a small fault
near the tip. His dome is nicely rounded and he has good width between his large ears
which are wide at the base with rounded tips and set with a slight forward tilt. His profile
shows reasonable depth to his head and he has a gently rounded brow and a well defined
nose break. He has short broad wedge that narrows to a blunt muzzle. His large lustrous
yellow eyes are correctly shaped with the topline slanting towards his nose and a fuller
rounded lower lid. He wears a beautiful short fine close lying coat that is a lovely pale cream
with evidence of powdering. In lovely condition with a sweet friendly nature.
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